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ABSTRACT 
 
The research distinguishes between individual and shared experiences and advances the understanding of 
the social dimension of customer experience in the context of the arts. Building on the extant C2C literature, 
but also the experience literature within the cultural research and social sciences, this research integrates 
experience perspectives of marketing and cultural studies. The paper contributes to the customer experience 
research by highlighting the social mechanisms of customer experience and provides a foundation for 
developing the conceptual and empirical understanding of shared C2C experiences. The paper shifts the 
focus of customer experience as an existential-phenomenological phenomenon to a social phenomenon. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The multi-faceted and complex essence of customer experiences has received intensified interest among 
marketing scholars, as research focus has shifted from goods to service(s) and from service(s) to providers 
and customers (Baron et al., 2014), and the idea of customer experience as a journey with multiple 
touchpoints has emerged (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). While research in customer experience has much 
been focusing on firm-originated touchpoints (e.g. Bolton et al., 2014), service experiences (Voorhes et al., 
2017) and actor constellations (Vargo and Lusch, 2015), the social dimension of the customer experience 
has not received the equal interest. In recent years, the interest towards broader understanding of customer-
initiated social and external touchpoints has increased (Becker and Jaakkola, 2020; Lemon and Verhoef, 
2016) and the focus has shifted into the C2C domain and interactions in the customer world that are largely 
invisible to the provider (Heinonen et al., 2018; Nicholls, 2010). 
 
Since the dominant interpretivist research tradition in marketing sees experiences based on each individuals’ 
subjective perceptions (Becker and Jaakkola, 2020), the extant marketing literature provides such a narrow 
basis for understanding the customer experience construct and its social dimension as a whole. The 
marketing research often sees the economic exchange as a result of individual needs (Bagozzi, 2009) and 
the customer experience as an individual phenomenon where the social reality is seen through semantic 
representation as “an additive total of individual realities” (Abbott, 2004, p. 4).  In this sense, collective 
experiences appear as a result of joint actions bearing the assumption of collective goals, collective 
commitment and/or collective intentions (Bagozzi, 2006; 2009). 
 
On the contrary, many sociologists have found a societal denominator in the idea of reciprocity where various 
obligations–be they non-contractual exchange (e.g. Mauss, 1954) or symbolic acts (e.g. Bourdieu, 1984)–
bind people together and make all interaction social, although not always conscious or contractual. Cultural 
research, in turn, has drawn in great extent from the sociological literature and experience philosophy. 
Especially, the participatory culture in the arts has much to owe to the pragmatist thoughts on art experience 
as a human perception and cultural formation (Dewey, 1934). 
 
The extant service and marketing literature provides a standpoint for understanding the customer experience 
and its different dimensions. However, marketing scholars have often looked at customers and customer 
experiences from different and partly contradictory perspectives (Becker and Jaakkola, 2020). Despite the 
increase in customer-centric research (e.g. Heinonen et al., 2010; Heinonen and Strandvik, 2015), several 
studies still set their focus on the provider context and firm-originated processes and put an emphasis on the 
provider-customer interaction and on customer needs defined by the service provider. In this view, customers 
are often seen as passive recipients of marketing stimuli and customer experiences as responses to provider-
customer interaction (Hoffman and Novak, 2018). 
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To further develop the understanding of customer experience, this research takes a closer look at the 
customer domain and C2C touchpoints. In doing so, the research responds to the many calls in the customer 
experience literature to further research the role of social and external touchpoints (e.g., Lemon and Verhoef, 
2016; Becker and Jaakkola, 2020) that are often out of the firm’s control and thus invisible to the service 
provider (Heinonen and Strandvik, 2015). The research distinguishes between individual and shared 
experiences and thus advances the conceptual understanding of the social dimension of customer 
experience. The paper shifts the focus of customer experience as an existential-phenomenological 
(Thompson et al., 1989) to a social phenomenon (Askegaard and Linnet, 2011; Moisander et al., 2016) where 
experiences emerge as a result of others both in customer and interactive contexts. 
 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE: FROM INDIVIDUAL TO SOCIAL 
 
Over the past decade, there has been a growing tendency towards customer-centricity in customer 
experience studies as research approach has gradually shifted the focus to the customer domain (Heinonen 
and Strandvik, 2015) and customer-initiated touchpoints outside the firm control (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). 
A growing emphasis on customer-originated factors (e.g. Becker et al., 2020; Heinonen et al., 2010; Lemon 
and Verhoef, 2016) and increasing C2C research have brought customers to the core of marketing research 
and revealed how customer domain and C2C interactions are largely invisible to the service provider and 
thus outside of the firm control (Heinonen et al., 2018). A new tendency has been to see customer 
experiences as contextual and continuous processes that are part of the customer’s ongoing life (Becker et 
al., 2020; Heinonen et al., 2010). 
 
Although researchers within marketing have addressed the factors behind the dynamics of customer 
experience, a few more questions remain, as there is still a need to deepen the understanding of social 
dimensions of customer experiences and especially the way experiences evolve in interactive C2C customer 
domains. These views form the basis of this research. To further develop the understanding of this area, this 
paper builds on Lemon and Verhoef’s (2016) research on the two types of customer-initiated touchpoints: (1) 
customer owned and (2) social and external touchpoints. The research also builds on Heinonen and 
Strandvik’s (2015) findings on the three overlapping domains (1) provider’s domain, (2) interactive domain 
and (3) customer’s domain, and customer interactions that take place within the customer’s world and thus 
are largely invisible to the provider. Drawing from these studies, this paper illustrates how an interactive 
domain is not limited to the firm-customer touchpoints, but there are several external C2C interactive domains 
along the journey (Figure 1). The paper also reveals that further theoretical development is needed to better 
understand C2C interactive domains and the influence of others in the experience formation. 
 
Figure 1: Interactive domains 

 
 
 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AS A PHENOMENOLOGICAL JOURNEY 
 
In line with the interpretivist research tradition, this paper sees individual experiences as accumulating and 
evolving over time. In this sense, the customer experience can be seen as a journey consisting of touchpoints 
in various interactive domains and, up to a certain point, can be analyzed through a phenomenological lens, 
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where experiences are always based on individually accumulated meanings and interpretative 
understanding.  At the same time, it is needed to state that phenomenological research tradition offers a 
thoroughly subjective and individualized perspective for the complex phenomenon (cf. Becker and Jaakkola, 
2020; Hietanen et al., 2018), and thus customer experience and its social dimensions cannot be fully 
understood through existential-phenomenological approach (Moisander et al., 2016). 

While customer-focused marketing literature is largely following the interpretivist and phenomenological 
research tradition, the focus has been set on the individual’s internal, conscious experiences and how the 
individual understands and gives meanings to himself and lived experiences (cf. Toikkanen and Virtanen, 
2018). This has led to the research focus, where rationality and ‘rules of the game’ (cf. Vargo and Lusch, 
2015), and thus, individual needs (cf. Bagozzi, 2009), goals (e.g. Becker and Jaakkola, 2020; Epp and Price, 
2011; Hamilton and Price, 2019; Voorhees et al., 2017) and experiences are at the core. Similarly, collective 
experiences have been interpreted as a result of joint actions bearing the assumption of collective goals, 
collective commitment and/or collective intentions (Bagozzi, 2006; 2009).  Moreover, while marketing 
research has seen the economic exchange as a result of individual needs, various collectives have also been 
examined as groups of actors committed to exchange relationships (Bagozzi, 2009). Thus, the very same 
idea of customers/consumers as conscious actors seems to be dominant whether the analysis is on 
individuals or collectives, and the influence of others appears to be linked on social touchpoints with 
participants sharing joint goals or joint intentions. 

TOWARDS SOCIAL DIMENSIONS: A SOCIOLOGICAL EXTENSION OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

Sociologists, in many respects, have seen perceptible humans and systemic structures–the way humans are 
known to organize themselves–as societal and dualistic constructions. Many of these sociologists have 
followed Marcel Mauss’ (1954) celebrated study of gift exchange circulation and its double obligation of giving 
and returning as a non-contractual act that binds human beings and societies together and makes human 
life socially constructed. In line with the Maussian thoughts, this research focuses on shared experiences 
and their relationship between internal and external–agency and structure, conscious and unconscious–
realities and thus the interest is primarily placed on social rather than individuals. 

If semantic theoreticians tend to translate a phenomenon from one context/sphere to another–into more 
recognizable form–when analyzing the social through individuals (Abbott 2004), pragmatic scholars 
emphasize individuals as culturally bounded (e.g. Dewey, 1934) and human society as a result of subjective 
and social dimensions (Mead, 1934). The semantic view can be criticized for missing something essential 
when analyzing the reality from one’s own context. As much we can say that since pragmatic view combines 
internal and external, the understanding of external sphere is always blurred with one’s own internal sphere. 
Moreover, for Davis (1971), the interesting lies between the subject of phenomenology (seeming) and the 
subject of ontology (being). Similarly, being between ‘seeming’ and ‘being’ is at the heart of this research, as 
the aim is to understand the customer experience and its relation to subjective and shared and observable 
and symbolic/imaginary dimensions. In this sense, the paper assumes both semantic and pragmatic views 
as valuable and shares the desire to recognize the uniqueness of a human being as well as the essence of 
each individual sensory experiences (cf. Merleau-Ponty, 1962). However, this paper takes the sociological 
and pragmatist stance in a sense that scholars within these fields are often emphasizing the cultural over 
individuals (e.g. Bourdieu, 1984; Mauss, 1954), and maintains that all experiences, in the end, are tied to 
social and/or cultural (Dewey, 1934). 

RESEARCH QUESTION 
 
In response to the institution- and performance-centric approach of classic service and cultural research, this 
research uses customer-centricity as a theoretical foundation and emphasizes customer-originated factors 
and the research adaptation into the customer’s world. In doing so, the research answers the question of 
how social touchpoints and influence of others affect and shape the focal customer experience. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
This conceptual paper approaches customer experiences from the customer context. Building on the extant 
C2C literature within marketing, but also the salient experience literature within the cultural research and 
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social sciences, the paper integrates experience perspectives of marketing and cultural studies. The 
research distinguishes between individual and shared experiences and thus promotes the conceptual 
understanding of the social dimension of customer experience. 
 
FINDINGS 
 
The research contributes to the customer experience research by highlighting the social mechanisms of 
customer experience. Managerially the research emphasizes the need to expand the scope of services to 
the C2C context and customers’ lifeworld.  It provides managerial implications for understanding the customer 
domain and the overall customer experience. The research also highlights the importance of understanding 
the art experiences for both the arts and culture context as well as the service sector more generally. 
 
The research argues that there are shortcomings in both mainstream service and cultural research, as they 
emphasize the individuals and individual experiences based on the service encounter and a provider-centric 
perspective. In response, this research emphasizes customer experience as a social phenomenon and 
conceptualizes shared C2C experiences that have received considerably less attention in earlier customer 
experience research, in terms of two dimension: social and collective experience. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Customer experiences have traditionally been seen as customer responses to B2C interactions within the 
service context. Since marketing scholars have encouraged researchers to further examine the customer 
context (Becker et al., 2020; Heinonen and Strandvik, 2015; Lemon and Verhoef, 2016) and C2C touchpoints 
within the customer domain (Heinonen et al., 2018), this paper provides a more nuanced view of C2C 
experiences and social touchpoints. In doing so, the research provides a foundation for developing the 
conceptual and empirical understanding of shared C2C experiences. 
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